Frolic Books

This delightful collection of books integrates with Frolic Online and extends your nursery’s ministry into homes. Frolic’s First Faith books follow the adventures of a charming group of baby animals that live in Palestine during the 1st century.

First Faith Board Books

Our durable board books were designed for busy hands and mouths. This colorful series aims to help active families fit moments of faith formation into everyday life! The board books are perfect for introducing basic faith concepts early, and even suggest activities for parents to try with their little ones.

First Faith Storybooks

The Frolic First Faith Storybooks introduce young children to common childhood challenges like dealing with anger and showing patience. Like the Board Books, this series focuses on getting children to connect with and trust God.
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NEW FROM SPARKHOUSE

LITTLE STEPS. BIG FAITH.

A new way to support children in your church as they take their first steps of faith.
Frolic Online

Frolic Online features a robust library of content for your early childhood ministry and an easy-to-use e-newsletter that connects church and home. Subscriptions start at just $29.99 a year.

- Access the comprehensive Nursery Guide and learn how to transform your nursery into a nurturing space for faith development, tips on early faith formation and fun seasonal activities and ideas.
- Sign up families to receive a monthly Frolic e-newsletter full of articles on early childhood development. E-newsletters are packed with age-appropriate articles about the child’s development and tips about early faith formation, and help parents feel supported. Set up is easy—simply add the child’s name, date of birth, and caregiver email(s).
- Download extras and much more!
- Reach kids at home with the Frolic Faith Development Classes and Parent-Only classes.
- Share informative articles about faith concepts. E-newsletters are packed with age-appropriate articles about the child’s development and tips about early faith formation, and help parents feel supported. Set up is easy—simply add the child’s name, date of birth, and caregiver email(s).
- Offer caregivers Parent-Child Classes that focus on their child’s development. Leader Guides are accessible through subscription, and will help teachers prepare and successfully host both Parent-Child and Parent-Only classes.
- Nursery Cards can pass out these colorful cards as a fun extra when parents come to pick up their baby. Packed with positive affirmations, prayers, and humorous tips, parents will be reminded of the care and support they receive from your church.
- Create a loving and positive nursery environment by decorating with Frolic posters, which use the charming images from the Frolic books and Bibles.
- Fill your nursery with a variety of songs, from those that calm the room and soothe babies, to those that help them dance and sing along to tunes about faith.

Arriving
May 2016

Faith Development Classes
Only on Frolic Online

Faith Development Classes were created to provide a social, family-friendly setting for faith to grow. Choose Bible-based classes using stories from the Frolic First Bible, or plan classes based on child development themes covered in the Frolic First Faith books. Frolic also offers Parent-Only classes for churches that want to support parents who wish to learn more about the themes and Bible stories.
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Nursery Guide
Only on Frolic Online

This comprehensive guide helps you plan a nursery ministry that cares for children, supports parents, and equips volunteers for success. Share informative articles about early faith formation and access valuable reproducibles for caregivers and volunteers. Every piece of this guide will help transform your nursery into a nurturing and faith-filled ministry site!
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E-newsletter

Stay in touch with caregivers during their child’s first three years with Frolic e-newsletters. On the first of every month, a personalized e-newsletter about their child is delivered straight to their inbox. E-Newsletters are packed with age-appropriate articles about the child’s development and tips about early faith formation, and help parents feel supported. Set up is easy—simply add the child’s name, date of birth, and caregiver email(s).

Frolic Bible & Enrichments

This colorful Bible introduces 20 beloved Bible stories with simple retellings and vibrant art. As they see and hear the stories in this board book, little ones will begin to develop an understanding of faith concepts.

Nursery Cards

Nursery caregivers can pass out these colorful cards as a fun extra when parents come to pick up their baby. Packed with positive affirmations, prayers, and humorous tips, parents will be reminded of the care and support they receive from your church.

Posters

Create a loving and positive nursery environment by decorating with Frolic posters, which use the charming images from the Frolic books and Bibles.

CDs

Fill your nursery with a variety of songs, from those that calm the room and soothe babies, to those that help them dance and sing along to tunes about faith.
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